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Abstract—Two important components that consume the ma-
jority of IT power in data centers are the servers and the Data
Center Network (DCN). Existing works fail to fully utilize power
management techniques on the servers and in the DCN at the
same time. In this paper, we jointly consider VM placement on
servers with scalable frequencies and flow scheduling in the DCN,
to minimize the overall system’s power consumption. Due to the
convex relation between a server’s power consumption and its
operating frequency, we prove that, given the number of servers to
be used, computation workloads should be allocated to severs in a
balanced way, to minimize the power consumption on servers. To
reduce the power consumption of the DCN, we further consider
the flow requirements among the VMs during VM allocation
and assignment. Also, after VM placement, flow consolidation is
conducted to reduce the number of active switches and ports.
We notice that, choosing the minimum number of servers to
accommodate the VMs may result in high power consumption on
servers, due to servers’ increased operating frequencies. Choosing
the optimal number of servers purely based on servers’ power
consumption leads to reduced power consumption on servers,
but may increase power consumption of the DCN. We propose
to choose the optimal number of servers to be used, based
on the overall system’s power consumption. Simulations show
that, our joint power optimization method helps to reduce the
overall power consumption significantly, and outperforms various
existing state-of-the-art methods in terms of reducing the overall
system’s power consumption.

Index Terms—Data centers, data center networks, virtual ma-
chine (VM) placement, flow scheduling , joint power optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION
High power consumption in data centers has become a

critical issue. As reported recently [1], the total power con-
sumption of data centers worldwide has already reached the
level of an entire country, such as Argentina or the Netherlands.
High power consumption of data centers not only results
in high electricity bills, increases carbon dioxide emissions,
but also increases the possibility of system failures, because
the corresponding power distribution and cooling systems are
approaching their peak capacity.

Within a data center, IT equipment consumes about 40%
of the total power. Two important components that consume
the majority of IT power in data centers are the servers and
the Data Center Network (DCN). In a typical data center, the
servers take up the majority of the IT power (up to 90%) when
they are fully utilized [2], [3]. As servers are becoming more
and more power efficient [4], the DCN, which mainly includes
the switches that interconnect the servers, can consume an
amount of power comparable to that of the servers, i.e., 50%
of the IT power, when servers are at typical low levels.
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Fig. 1. Motivational Example

Most often, services are provided by data centers to cus-
tomers through various virtualization technologies, and are pre-
sented as Virtual Machines (VMs). A set of VMs not only have
computation requirements; they also require communications
among themselves to complete the specified tasks. Intuitively,
power management on the servers and in the DCN should
be considered jointly to reduce the overall system’s power
consumption.

A. Motivational Example
We give an example that motivates our work in this

paper. Some assumptions are not explicitly stated, and will
be explained later. We consider a two-level network with four
switches and four servers; they are connected as in one pod of
the classic Fat-Tree [5] architecture. We consider ideal servers
whose power consumption is p(u) = pv0 + u2 [6], where u
is the utilization assigned to the server, and pv0 = 0.4 is the
static power of the entire server. Each VM has a utilization
requirement of 0.25. The only flows among the VMs are
flow1,3 from VM1 to VM3, and flow2,4 from VM2 to VM4.
Both of the flows are with bandwidth requirement 1. All the
network links are bidirectional, and both directions have the
same capacity, 1. Power consumption on a switch is a constant
power pw0 = 0.2 plus power consumption of its active ports.
Each active port consumes pport = 0.02.

One extreme assignment is to distribute the VMs equiv-
alently among all the servers, as shown in Fig.1(a); in this
case, all the four switches should be powered on to satisfy the
communication requirements of the two flows. The total power
consumption of the system is p1 = 4×(0.4+0.252)+4×0.2+
12× 0.02 = 2.89. Another extreme assignment is to power on
just one server as shown in Fig. 1(b). In this case, flow1,3

and flow2,4 are contained in the server and do not need to
travel through the DCN. Thus, no switches are required to be
powered on. The total power consumption of the system is
p2 = 0.4 + 1 = 1.4.

Between the two extreme assignments, we can choose to
power on half of the servers. If we assign VM1 and VM2
to one server, and VM3 and VM4 to another, as shown
in Fig. 1(c), only one switch and its two ports needs to
be powered on; the total power consumption is p3 = 2 ×
(0.4 + 0.52) + 0.2 + 2 × 0.02 = 1.54. Since VM1 and VM3978-1-4799-7575-4/14/$31.00 c© 2014 IEEE



have a communication requirement, and VM2 and VM4 have
a communication requirement, intuitively, we should assign
VM1 and VM3 to one server, and assign VM2 and VM4 to
the other server, as shown in Fig. 1(d); in this case, the two
flows do not need to travel through the DCN, and the total
power consumption is p4 = 2× (0.4 + 0.52) = 1.3.

Notice that, even for this simple example, we have various
options regarding which servers and switches to power on.
General problems with large numbers of VMs, servers, and
switches will be more difficult to solve. Notice also that,
Fig. 1(d) achieves the minimal power consumption; it provides
us key intuitions: we should place VMs with large communi-
cation requirements close to each other, and care should be
taken to decide how many servers should be powered on to
accommodate the VMs.

B. Contributions and Paper Organization
In this paper, we jointly consider VM placement on servers

with scalable frequencies and flow scheduling/consolidation in
the DCN, to optimize the overall system’s power consumption.
Our main contributions are as follows.
• To the best of our knowledge, jointly considering

servers with scalable frequencies and flow scheduling
in the DCN lacks extensive research efforts. Since
modern power/energy-optimized servers are usually
designed to have scalable frequencies, our work con-
tributes to power optimization in practical data centers.

• We prove that, given the number of servers to be used,
to achieve minimal power consumption on servers,
computation workloads of the VMs should be allo-
cated to the chosen severs in a balanced way. This is
due to the convex relation between a server’s power
consumption and its operating frequency. We further
consider the flow requirements among the VMs during
VM allocation and assignment, to reduce the power
consumption on the DCN. Also, after VM placement,
flow consolidation is conducted to reduce the number
of active switches and ports.

• We propose to choose the optimal number of servers
to be used to accommodate the VMs, based on the
overall system power consumption, instead of just the
power consumption on servers. Our proposal is based
on the following two facts. Choosing the minimum
number of servers to be used may result in high power
consumption on servers, due to servers’ increased
operating frequencies. Choosing the optimal number
of servers purely based on servers’ power consump-
tion leads to reduced power consumption on servers,
but may increase power consumption on the DCN,
resulting in an increased overall power consumption.

• We conduct various simulations to compare our joint
power optimization method with several state-of-the-
art ones. Results show that, our joint method helps
to reduce the overall system’s power consumption
significantly, and outperforms existing state-of-the-art
methods in terms of reducing the overall system’s
power consumption.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related works
are provided in Section II. The system model is described
in Section III. In Section IV, we discuss our joint power
optimization method for the problem in special cases, where
servers have special operating frequencies and VMs have

special computation requirements. In Section V, we consider
the general cases. Simulations are conducted in Section VI.
Conclusions are made in VII.

II. RELATED WORK
There have been tremendous existing works on power

management on servers. A heuristic-based solution outline for
the power-aware consolidation problem of virtualized clusters
is presented in [7]. The problem of optimally allocating a
power budget among servers in order to minimize mean
response time is addressed in [8]. Reference [6] considers
the relation between the server’s performance and power con-
sumption; based on the relation, a mixed integer programming
model is applied to achieve improvement on power-efficiency
while providing performance guarantees. In [9], the power
consumption and application-level performances of servers are
controlled in a holistic way so that explicit guarantees on both
can be explicitly achieved.

A large number of works also consider power management
in the DCN. [10] conducts traffic consolidation based on the
correlation-aware analysis for data center network traffic flows.
[11] conducts energy-aware flow scheduling in a distributed
way, which can avoid the single point of failure problem
and has good scalability. [12] discusses how to reduce energy
consumption in high-density DCNs from a routing perspective;
the key idea is to use as few network devices to provide
the routing service as possible, with little to no sacrifice
on the network performance. [13] presents a framework for
DCN power efficiency; basically, it periodically tries to find
a minimum power network subset that satisfies current traffic
conditions. [14] considers the power optimization of DCNs in
a hierarchical perspective; it establishes a two-level power opti-
mization model to reduce the power consumption of DCNs by
switching off network switches and links while guaranteeing
full connectivity and maximum link utilization.

Quite a few works consider coordinated power manage-
ment on both servers and DCNs. [15] presents a data center
scheduling methodology that combines energy efficiency and
network awareness and aims to achieve the balance between
individual job performances, traffic demands, and energy con-
sumed by the data center. The correlation analysis in [10] is
extended to also consider the VM utilization levels to ensure
joint power optimization of the DCN and the servers [16]. [17]
also considers joint power optimization through VM placement
on servers and flows scheduling on the DCN; they assume
that each VM can be assigned a set of specified servers. [18]
presents a general framework for joint power optimization
on servers and the DCN. The problem of achieving energy
efficiency is characterized as a time-aware model, and is
proven to be NP-hard. These existing works fail to fully
utilize the power management techniques on servers and in
the DCN at the same time. In this paper, we jointly consider
VM placement on servers with scalable frequencies and flow
scheduling in DCNs, to minimize the overall system’s power
consumption.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Platform Model

We consider the Fat-Tree DCN architecture, where each
switch has K ports. Each Top of Rack (ToR) switch connects
to Nr = K/2 servers, and K/2 aggregate switches. Each
pod consists of K/2 ToR switches, and thus, Np = (K/2)2
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Fig. 2. The Fat-Tree architecture with K = 4. Rectangle represent switches,
and circles represent servers.

servers. The architecture consists of K pods. At the top of the
architecture are K core switches. The total number of servers is
N = K3/4, and the total number of switches is W = 5K2/4.
Fig. 2 shows a Fat-Tree architecture with K = 4.

1) Server Power Consumption Model: We assume that
servers can work on a set of discrete frequencies
{f1, f2, · · · , fF }, where F is the total number of available
frequencies. Without loss of generality, we assume that these
frequency values are sorted in ascending order. All frequency
values are normalized by the maximum frequency, fF , i.e.,
fF = 1. We adopt the power consumption model for servers
in [6]. We denote the power consumption of a server, when
it is running CPU-intensive services, with normalized CPU
utilization, u under frequency f by pv(u, f). Then, we have:

pv(u, f) = pv0 + uf2, (1)

where pv0 is the static power that is independent of the CPU
utilization and the operating frequency. Notice that, pv(u, f)
represents the power consumption of the entire server, instead
of just the power consumption of the CPU. pv0 can consist
of static power of the CPU and the powers of various other
devices, such as disks, RAMs, and network interface cards,
etc. uf2 can be regarded as the dynamic power consumption
that is proportional to the square of the operating frequency.
This power consumption model for the entire server has been
verified to have high accuracy through various experiments [6].

2) Switch Power Consumption Model: We adopt the sim-
plified switch power model as in [16]. The power consumption
of a switch can be calculated as follows:

pw =

{
pw0 + nap

port , if the switch is on;
0 , if the switch is off. (2)

where pw0 is the switch chassis power, na is the number of
active ports on the switch, and pport is the power consumption
of one port. We do not consider link power consumption
explicitly, because it can be easily incorporated into the switch
port’s power consumption.
B. VM Model

We consider a set of small application-specific VMs, V =
{v1, v2, · · · , vM}, where M is the total number of VMs. The
VM model is abstracted from [6]. The services that the VMs
provide are CPU-intensive; each VM consumes a fixed amount
of CPU time while the frequency of the CPU is kept fixed. In
other words, each VM requires a normalized utilization under
the maximum frequency of the server, u(vi, fF ), i.e.,u(vi, 1).
Then, the normalized utilization of vi under frequency f , is
u(vi, f) = u(vi, fF )fF /f = u(vi, 1)/f . The normalization
is conducted such that, the amounts of workloads that the
VM completes during a certain amount of time at different
frequencies are equal, i.e., u(vi, f)f = u(vi, 1).

Denote Vj = {vj,1, vj,2, · · · , vj,|Vj |} as the set of VMs
assigned onto the the jth server. Denote fv(j) as the frequency

TABLE I. NOTATIONS

Notation Description

N,W the numbers of servers and switches.
M the number of virtual machines.
K the number of ports on a switch.
V the set of all VMs.
Vj the set of VMs assigned to the jth server.
pv
0 the constant power of a server when it is active.

fv(j) the jth server’s execution frequency.
Pv

i power consumption of the ith server.
pv(i) the total power consumption of the i chosen servers.
F the number of available frequencies of every server.
pw
0 the switch chassis power.

pport the per-port power consumption.
si,j the status of the jth port of the ith switch.
u(v, f) VM v’s normalized utilization under frequency f .
flowi,j the flow from VM, vi to VM, vj .
b(vi, vj) bandwidth requirement of flowi,j .

of the jth server. For the jth server to fulfill the execution
requirements of the virtual machines assigned onto it, the
normalized utilization under fv(j) should also be less than
or equal to 1. If the assigned workload utilization is greater
than 1, the server has to switch to a higher frequency level.
Thus, we have the following requirements for all the servers.

|Vj |∑
i=1

u(vj,i, f
v(j)) ≤ 1.∀j = 1, 2, · · · , N. (3)

Given the assignments of VMs to servers, the power consump-
tion on the jth server can be calculated as follows:

P v
j =

{
pv0+

∑|Vj |
i=1 u(vj,i, f

v(j))(fv(j))2 , |Vj | ≥ 1;
0 , |Vj | = 0.

(4)

There may exist a flow from the ith VM to the jth VM, denoted
by flowi,j . We denote b(vi, vj) as the bandwidth requirement
of flowi,j . Notice that b(vj , vi) may not be equal to b(vi, vj),
because the two flows, flowi,j and flowj,i are with different
directions. Also, flowi,j and flowj,i are independent from
each other, and they can take different routing paths.

Given the assignments of VMs to servers, and given a
routing path for all flows, the port status of each switch can
be determined. Denote si,j as the status of the jth port of
the ith switch, i = 1, 2, · · · ,W, j = 1, 2, · · · ,K. Specifically,
si,j = 1 if and only if the jth port of the ith switch is active,
and si,j = 0 if and only if the jth port of the ith switch is off.
Thus, the power consumption of the ith switch is:

Pw
i =

{
pw0 +(

∑K
j=1 si,j)p

port , if
∑K

j=1 si,j ≥ 1;

0 , if
∑K

j=1 si,j = 0.
(5)

C. Problem Formulation
In a practical data center, for a time period, we are

given a set of VMs, V , and their communication bandwidth
requirement matrix bM×M . We need to consider the following
issues: i) allocate the VMs to servers, ii) set the frequency
of each server, and iii) decide which switches and ports to
use to support the communication requirements among all
the VMs. The constraints are that the VMs’ execution and
communication requirements are met. Our final goal is to
minimize the overall power consumption on both the servers
and the DCN. The problem can be formulated as follows.

min
∑N

j=1 P
v
j +

∑W
i=1 P

w
i (6)

s.t.
∑|Vj |

i=1 u(vj,i, f
v(j)) ≤ 1.∀j = 1, 2, · · · , N. (7)∑N
j=1 |Vj | = M ; (8)∑

flowi,j∈linkk
b(vi, vj)≤1,∀ all links in the DCN. (9)



Equation (6) is the objective. Constraints in (7) ensure that
each server is assigned a workload with utilization less than
1, under the adopted frequency fv(j). Constraints in (8)
actually guarantee that each VM is assigned to a certain server.
Constraints in (9) require that the communication volume
through each link does not exceed the capacity of the link.
More detailed problem formulations have been presented in
[16] and [17], and the problems have been shown to be NP-
complete. Our problem is similar to the problem formulations
in essence, and considers frequency scaling capabilities on
servers; thus, this is also NP-complete. We do not provide the
detailed formulations here, and just introduce several important
notations and the basic ideas.

In the following section, we consider special cases, where
servers have special discrete frequency levels, and VMs have
special utilization requirements. We move onto the general
cases in Section V.

IV. SPECIAL CASES
In this section, we assume that the difference between each

server’s two consecutive frequencies is uniform, and is equal to
f1. Thus, fi = if1,∀i = 1, · · · , F . We also assume that each
VM’s normalized utilization under the maximum frequency is
f1. Thus, a server at frequency fi can host i VMs. If a server
is assigned a certain number (greater than zero) of VMs, we
require the server to be on; otherwise, we do not need to use
this server, and can put this server in off state, consuming zero
power. We consider the following question: what is the optimal
VM allocation to optimize the power consumption on servers,
given the number of servers to be used?

A. Optimal VM Allocation Given the # of Servers to Be Used
We define the following property of a VM allocation:
Definition. A VM allocation is balanced if the numbers

of VMs assigned to any two servers, which are on, differ no
greater than 1; otherwise, the assignment is unbalanced.

Illustration. For example, if there are 10 servers in total,
the first 7 servers are assigned 6 VMs each, the eighth server
is assigned 5 VMs, and the last two servers are off, then,
this assignment is balanced. However, if the eighth server is
assigned 4 VMs, this assignment is unbalanced.

Theorem 1: An optimal VM allocation that minimizes the
power consumption on servers is balanced.

Proof: We choose to prove it by contradiction. Assume
that the optimal allocation, Aopt, is unbalanced, then, there
exist at least two servers, S1 and S2, whose assigned numbers
of VMs, n1 and n2, respectively, differ greater than 1, i.e.,
|n1 − n2| > 1. Without loss of generality, we assume that
n1 > n2 + 1. For the server with n1 VMs, its optimal power
consumption is p1 = pv0 +(n1f1)

2, and for the server with n2

VMs, its optimal power consumption is p2 = pv0 + (n2f1)
2.

Based on Aopt, we develop another assignment, A∗, by
moving one VM on server S1 to server S2, while keeping other
VM assignments on other servers unchanged. In A∗, the power
consumption on server S1 is p

′

1 = pv0 +((n1−1)f1)
2, and the

power consumption on server S2 is p
′

2 = pv0 + ((n2 + 1)f1)
2.

The difference of the power consumption on two servers S1

and S2 in Aopt and A∗ can be calculated as:
p
′

1+p
′

2−(p1+p2) = ((n1−1)f1)2 + ((n2+1)f1)
2

−((n1f1)
2 + (n2f1)

2)

= 2f2
1 (n2 + 1− n1) < 0. (10)

Algorithm 1 Special Case VM Grouping – SCVG(V, n)
Input: The VM set, V and number of servers to use, n;
Output: A partition of the VMs to n groups, V g

1 , · · · , V g
n ;

1: V∗ = ∅; V g
i = ∅, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n;

2: for j = 1, · · · , n do
3: Find v ∈ V , such that v has the least weight with VMs

in V∗;
4: V = V − v; V∗ = V∗ + v; V g

j = V g
j + v;

5: while V 6= ∅ do
6: Find the groups that have the least number of VMs,

V g
j1
, · · · , V g

jn∗
;

7: for i = 1, · · · , n∗ do
8: Find v∗i ∈ V , such that v∗i has the greatest weight,

ri with VMs in V g
ji

, among all VMs in V;

9: v∗ = argv∗i max{ri};
10: V = V − v∗; V g

ji
= V g

ji
+ v∗;

Thus, the overall power consumption of A∗ is less than that of
Aopt, which contradicts the assumption that Aopt is an optimal
allocation. Hence, this theorem is proven.
B. Server-Level VM Grouping

Assume that we have chosen to use n servers. In the
above subsection, we have shown that, in order to achieve
the minimal power consumption on the n servers, the VM
allocation should be balanced. In other words, we should
allocate dM/ne VMs to each of the first (M mod n) servers,
and allocate bM/nc VMs to each of the next n−(M mod n)
servers. Since our goal is to minimize the system’s overall
power consumption, we also need to consider which VMs
should be allocated to which servers, such that less numbers
of switches and switch ports should be active to support the
communication requirements among VMs, and that the power
consumption of the DCN is minimized. The intuition is to
assign a group of VMs that have high communication require-
ments among themselves to the same server, and assign VMs
with low communication requirements to different servers. We
define the (communication) weight between two VMs, vi and
vj , by w(vi, vj), which can be calculated as the sum of the
bandwidth requirements of flowi,j and flowj,i:

w(vi, vj) = b(vi, vj) + b(vj , vi). (11)

Thus, we need to partition the VMs to n groups,
V g
1 , V

g
2 , · · · , V g

n , such that the overall weight between VMs,
which are not assigned to the same group, is minimized, and
that the numbers of VMs in the n groups differ by at most 1.
Notice that, each group V g

i will be assigned to a server.
The above VM grouping problem falls into the class of

the balanced minimum k-cut problem, which is a known NP-
complete problem [19]. We develop a heuristic algorithm to
solve it. First, all groups are initialized as empty, i.e., V g

i =∅,
∀1≤i≤ n. Second, we add one VM to each of the n groups;
during this process, the VMs are added sequentially. The VM
to be added to the first group can be chosen randomly; after
that, the VM is removed from the remaining VM set. To add a
VM to the jth group, we choose the VM that has the minimum
weight with VMs that have already been allocated. The process
continues until each of the n groups has one and only one VM.
The intuition is that VMs that have a low weight between them
should be allocated to different groups. Finally, we allocated



VMs to the groups one by one; in each step, we choose to add a
VM to the group that has the least number of VMs. The VM to
be added is chosen, such that the VM has the greatest weight to
all the VMs in the group, among all other VMs. Since in each
step, there might be several groups having the same minimum
number of VMs, to break the ties, we choose the group that
achieves the maximum communication requirement with the
corresponding VM among the tying groups. Algorithm 1 gives
the details of our algorithm.

C. Rack-Level VM Grouping
Notice that, given the number of servers to be used,

n, the minimum number of racks that need to be used is
nr=dn/(K/2)e, where K/2 is the number of servers in a rack.
In order to power on the minimum number of ToR switches,
we choose to use exactly nr racks. Another question still needs
to be answered: how many servers should be powered on in
each specific rack? The constraint of this problem is that,
the number of servers in each rack is no greater than Nr.
To avoid unnecessarily powering on the aggregate switches
due to unbalanced numbers of active servers in racks, we
adopt another balanced assignment: the first (n mod nr)
racks power on dn/nre servers each, and the next nr − (n
mod nr) racks power on bn/nrc servers each.

Next, we need to decide which groups from V g
1 , · · · , V g

n ,
should be assigned to the same rack. The intuition is similar:
we intend to assign the groups with high communication
requirements among themselves into the same rack, while
assigning the groups with low communication requirements
into different racks, to reduce the inter-rack communication.
We define the weight between two groups, V g

i and V g
j as

follows:
w(V g

i , V
g
j ) =

∑
vk∈V g

i ,vl∈V g
j

w(vk, vl). (12)

Then, we need to partition the n groups into nr balanced parts,
V r
1 , · · · , V r

nr
. The same algorithm as that of Algorithm 1 can

be applied to partition the n groups to nr parts. Notice that,
each part V r

i will be assigned to a rack.
D. Pod-Level VM Grouping

We choose the minimum number of pods that should be
used, np = dnr/(K/2)e, where K/2 is the number of ToRs
in a pod. We need to decide which parts should be allocated
to the same pod. To avoid unnecessarily powering on core
switches due to unbalanced numbers of active racks in pods,
we adopt another balanced allocation: the first (nr mod np)
pods power on dnr/npe racks each, and the next np − (nr

mod np) pods power on bnr/npc racks each. We further need
to partition the nr parts into np categories, V p

1 , · · · , V p
np

, such
that the inter-category communication is minimized. We define
the weight between two parts, V r

i and V r
j as follows:

w(V r
i , V

r
j ) =

∑
V g
k ∈V

r
i ,V g

l ∈V
r
j

w(V g
k , V

g
l ). (13)

The same algorithm as that of Algorithm 1 can be applied
to partition the nr parts to np categories. Notice that each
category, V p

i will be assigned to a pod.

E. VM Placement and Flow Scheduling
Since the Fat-Tree architecture is a symmetric architecture,

after the above hierarchical VM grouping process, we can just
place the first category on the first pod, place the first part of
the first category on the first rack of the first pod, and place the

first group of each part on the first server in the corresponding
rack. After this VM placement, we then consider assigning
flows among VMs to switches, ports and links, to meet the
communication requirements among all VMs. We assume that
a flow cannot be split to take different paths.

Given the VM placement, each flow may have multiple
paths to take. If a flow’s source and destination VMs belong
to different servers in the same rack, the path for the flow
is unique. If a flow’s source and destination VMs belong to
different racks in the same pod, there are K/2 different shortest
length paths. If a flow’s source and destination VMs belong
to different pods, there are (K/2)2 shortest length paths. In
order to reduce the power consumption for communications,
a common intuition is to consolidate the flows to the minimal
number of switches and ports, such that the remaining network
elements can be put into sleep mode for power saving. We
develop a heuristic based on the greedy bin packing strategy:
for each flow between a pair of VMs, assign the flow to its
leftmost path that has enough capacity for the flow. We conduct
this assignment until we have assigned all the flows. Upon
finishing, we can get the numbers of active aggregate switches,
active core switches, and the corresponding ports that should
be active. Thus, the total power consumption of the DCN can
be easily achieved.
F. Our Overall Approach

In the previous subsections, we have assumed to use
a given number of servers, i.e., n. In this subsection, we
address how to choose the n to minimize the overall system’s
power consumption. Given the number of VMs to assign,
M, (M ≤ NF ), the minimum number of servers that should
be used is nmin = dM/F e, and the maximum number of
servers that can be used is nmax = min{M,N}. If the number
of used servers is n, (nmin ≤ n ≤ nmax), according to
Theorem 1, in a balanced VM allocation, the optimal power
consumption of the n servers can be calculated as follows.

pv(n) = (M mod n)(pv0 + ((dM/nef1)2)
+(n− (M modn))(pv0+(bM/ncf1)2). (14)

A simple method to determine the number of servers to use
is to purely base it on the power consumption of the servers,
i.e., choosing the number that minimizes pv(n). However, our
goal is to minimize the power consumption of the overall
system, instead of the power consumption only of the servers.
We denote the power consumption of the switches (if using
n servers), after the hierarchical VM grouping and flow
consolidation processes, by pw(n). We propose to determine
the optimal number of servers to be used as follows.

nopt=argi
nmax

min
i=nmin

{pv(i) + pw(i)}. (15)

Given a problem instance, we first determine nopt through
the hierarchical VM grouping, and flow consolidation process-
es. Then, we take the corresponding VM grouping and flow
consolidation strategies, that minimize the overall system’s
power consumption. This completes our joint power optimiza-
tion method for the overall problem in the special cases.
G. An Illustration Example

Assume the we have 32 VMs to be assigned to a Fat-Tree
with K=4, which can accommodate 16 servers. Assume that
the optimal number of servers to be used is determined as
nopt=8. The communication requirements among VMs are
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Fig. 3. An illustration example. (a) The communication requirements among
VMs based on the all the flows among VMs. Thick lines represent high
bandwidth requirements, and thin lines represent low bandwidth requirements.
(b) A final VM assignments to the servers, racks, and pods.

shown in Fig. 3(a), where thick lines represent high band-
width requirements, while thin lines represent low bandwidth
requirements. First, the 32 VMs should be partitioned into
nopt=8 groups, such that the inter-group communications are
minimized. After that, we need to partition the 8 groups into
4 parts, where each part will be assigned to a rack, such that
the inter-part communications are minimized. Finally, we need
to further partition the 4 parts into 2 categories, such that the
inter-category communications are minimized.

V. GENERAL CASES
In general cases, servers may have an arbitrary set of

discrete frequencies, and VMs can have different utilization
requirements. Instead of considering the general cases directly,
we first consider the ideal case, where servers can have contin-
uous operating frequencies, and VMs can be split arbitrarily.

A. Optimal VM Allocation Given the # of Servers to Be Used
Assume that the total utilization of all the VMs is U . If we

have decided to use n servers to host the VMs, the optimal
workload allocation is to evenly allocate the workload of VMs
to the n servers. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 2: Given a set of VMs whose total utilization is
U . The optimal way to allocate the workload to n servers is to
allocate U/n to each of the servers, and each server operates
on frequency U/nfF , i.e., U/n.

Proof: Assume that the ith server is assigned workload
ui ≤ 1, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n. If server i operates on frequency
fv(i), the assigned normalized utilization under frequency
fv(i) should be less than or equal to 1, i.e., ui/f

v(i) ≤ 1.
The power consumption on server i is P v

i = pv0 + uif
v(i).

Since ui ≤ fv(i) ≤ fF = 1, Server i’s power consumption
is minimized when fv(i) = ui. Thus, the minimal power
consumption of server i is P v

i = pv0 + u2
i . The power con-

sumption of all severs is pvg(n) =
∑n

i=1 P
v
i = npv0+

∑n
i=1 u

2
i .

Notice that
∑n

i=1 ui = U. According to Jensen’s inequality,
(
∑n

i=1 u
2
i )/n ≥ (

∑n
i=1 ui)

2/n2. Thus, pvg(n) is minimized

when u1 = u2 = · · · = un = U/n. The minimal power
consumption on the n servers is pvg(n) = npv0 + U2/n.

B. Our Overall Approach
Theorem 2 indicates that, in the ideal situation, workload of

VMs should be perfectly balanced and partitioned to servers.
Since modern power-optimized servers usually have a consid-
erable number of discrete frequencies and we are considering
small application-specific VMs, it does provide a reference for
how to allocate VMs to servers in practical situations.

For a practical situation, where servers have a set of
discrete frequencies to operate on, and the VMs cannot be split,
given the number of servers to be used, to achieve the workload
balanced partition is already NP-hard [20] without considering
the communications among VMs. We develop another heuristic
based on the worst-fit partitioning scheme [20] to achieve
workload balanced partition and reduce the communication
requirement among the partitions. The algorithm is no different
in essence from Algorithm 1. The only different is that, in
each step, instead of choosing the groups with the minimum
number of assigned VMs, the algorithm in the general case,
will choose the group with the minimum assigned utilization,
to add a corresponding VM.

After that, the hierarchical VM grouping procedures, which
allocate groups to parts and parts to categories, and the
flow consolidation process, are essentially the same as those
described in Section IV for the special cases.

We propose to determine the number of servers to minimize
the overall system power consumption as follows.

nopt=argi
nmax

min
i=nmin

{pvg(i) + pwg (i)}, (16)

where pvg(i) and pwg (i) is the power consumption of servers and
switches, respectively, after the hierarchical VM placement and
flow consolidation processes for the general cases.

VI. SIMULATIONS
We conduct extensive simulations to justify the power

reductions of our proposed joint power optimization method.
We denote our overall method by J SN, because our method
Jointly applies the power management techniques on the
servers with Scalable frequencies, and on the data center
Network to minimize the overall system’s power consump-
tion. We compare our method with the following important
methods.

No SN: This method does not allow frequency scaling on
servers, nor does it apply flow consolidation in the DCN.
All servers operate on the maximum frequency. Power con-
sumption on a sever is the static power pv0 plus the utilization
assigned to the server times 1. Notice that, we normalize all
frequency values by the maximum frequency value, fF . Also,
all power consumption values are normalized by the maximum
dynamic power consumption, i.e., f2

F = 1. In this method, all
switches in the DCN are on, and all ports on each switch are
active. Power consumption of a switch is equal to pw0 plus
power consumption of all active ports.

No S: This method does not allow frequency scaling on
servers; it does apply flow consolidation in the DCN. It chooses
the minimum number of servers to accommodate all the VMs.
All the chosen servers operate on the maximum frequency;
other servers are powered off, and consume zero power.
Algorithms similar to ours are applied to conduct balanced
VM allocation and assignment, and flow scheduling in the
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Fig. 4. Simulations for the special cases.
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Fig. 5. Simulations for the general cases.

DCN. Notice that, this method is the state-of-the-art workload
consolidation method.

No N: This method does apply frequency scaling on
servers; it does not apply flow consolidation in the DCN.
Based on the power consumption characteristics of servers,
it chooses the optimal number of servers to power on, to
minimize the power consumption on servers. However, all
switches are powered on, and all ports are active.

S SN: This method applies both frequency scaling on
servers and flow consolidation in the DCN. However, it first
chooses the optimal number of servers to power on, to min-
imize the power consumption on servers, as in No N. After
that, algorithms similar to ours are applied to conduct balanced
VM allocation and assignment, and flow consolidation in the
DCN.

A. Simulation Settings
We conduct simulations for both special cases and general

cases, for Fat-Tree architectures with K = 6. For an archi-
tecture with switch port number K = 6, the total number of
servers is N = 54.

1) The Special Cases: Each server has a set of five avail-
able frequencies: f1 = 0.2, f2 = 0.4, f3 = 0.6, f4 = 0.8, and
f5 = 1. Each VM’s normalized utilization is 0.2. For each VM,
we assume that it has a random number of flows going out of
it to other VMs. The random numbers follow a distribution
close to the normal distribution with the center being K.

To evaluate the performances of our proposed joint power
optimization method under various computation workloads, we
choose fixed values for pv0 , pw0 , and pport. We set pv0 = 0.2,
i.e., the static power is 20% of the maximum dynamic power.
We set pw0 = 0.2, and pport = 0.02. The settings are based
on practical values, and similar settings have been applied in
previous works [10]. As reported in [21], servers usually have
a low utilization in data centers, though they are designed to
accommodate the worst cases. We vary the number of VMs
to be equal to the number of servers, 1.5 times the number of
servers, and 2 times the number of servers. These correspond

to different average data center utilizations, namely, 0.2, 0.3,
and 0.4, respectively.

To evaluate the performances of our method under different
data center configurations, we fix the number of VMs as M =
108, vary pv0 as 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5, and vary pw0 as 0.2,
0.4, and 0.6.

2) The General Cases: We also design simulations for
the general cases. To verify that our joint method applies to
general cases, we let servers have the following set of operating
frequencies: f1 = 0.3, f2 = 0.5, f3 = 0.75, f4 = 0, 8, and
f5 = 1, instead of the previous case where fi = if1. We
randomly generate the VM’s utilizations within [0.1, 0.3], with
a mean value of 0.2.

To evaluate the performances of our method under various
computation workloads, we choose fixed values for pv0 , pw0 ,
and pport. We set pv0 = 0.2, pw0 = 0.2, and pport = 0.02. The
number of VMs is varied to be N , 3N/2, and 2N , respectively.

To evaluate the performances of our method under different
data center configurations, we assume that M = 108 and
pport = 0.02, and vary pv0 and pw0 .

B. Simulation Results and Analysis
The simulation results for the special cases are shown

in Fig. 4 and Table II. As we can see from Fig. 4, servers
consume the majority of the power, especially when frequency
scaling on servers are not allowed. Thus, applying power
management techniques on servers has great potential for
power reduction. When frequency scaling is enabled on server-
s, the power consumption on servers is reduced from 21.6
(N SN) to 9.72 (No N), which is about a 55.00% reduction.
When flow consolidation and power management on switches
are involved, the power consumption on switches is reduced
from 14.4 (No SN) to 3.9 (No S), which is about a 72.92%
reduction. However, since No N and No S do not apply power
management both on servers and in the DCN at the same time,
they still have a large overall power consumption. S SN and
J SN apply power management both on servers and in the
DCN at the same time. However, S SN chooses the number



TABLE II. OVERALL POWER CONSUMPTION FOR DIFFERENT PLATFORM PARAMETERS (SPECIAL CASES)

pv
0

pw
0 = 0.2 pw

0 = 0.4 pw
0 = 0.6

No SN No S No N S SN J SN No SN No S No N S SN J SN No SN No S No N S SN J SN
0.1 41.40 31.28 28.44 27.92 26.56 50.40 36.28 37.44 36.72 32.96 59.40 41.28 46.44 45.52 38.16
0.2 46.80 33.48 33.84 33.32 30.16 55.80 38.48 42.84 42.12 35.66 64.80 43.48 51.84 50.92 40.86
0.3 52.20 35.68 38.16 33.76 33.16 61.20 40.68 47.16 40.16 38.36 70.20 45.68 56.16 46.56 43.44
0.4 57.60 37.88 41.76 37.36 35.86 66.60 42.88 50.76 43.76 41.06 75.60 47.88 59.76 50.16 45.74
0.5 63.00 40.08 45.18 38.56 38.56 72.00 45.08 54.18 43.76 43.44 81.00 50.08 63.18 48.96 48.04

TABLE III. OVERALL POWER CONSUMPTION FOR DIFFERENT PLATFORM PARAMETERS (GENERAL CASES)

pv
0

pw
0 = 0.2 pw

0 = 0.4 pw
0 = 0.6

No SN No S No N S SN J SN No SN No S No N S SN J SN No SN No S No N S SN J SN
0.1 42.09 32.46 32.32 31.36 29.91 51.09 37.46 41.32 39.95 36.11 60.09 42.46 50.32 48.55 41.63
0.2 47.49 34.76 37.34 35.98 33.21 56.49 39.76 46.34 44.38 39.14 65.49 44.76 55.34 52.77 44.03
0.3 52.89 37.06 41.80 39.10 36.43 61.89 42.06 50.80 46.49 41.63 70.89 47.06 59.80 53.89 46.43
0.4 58.29 39.36 45.19 40.77 39.23 67.29 44.36 54.19 47.17 44.03 76.29 49.36 63.19 53.57 48.83
0.5 63.69 41.66 47.63 42.83 41.63 72.69 46.66 56.63 49.03 46.43 81.69 51.66 65.63 55.23 51.23

of servers to use, to minimize the power consumption only on
servers; its power consumption on switches is much greater
than that of J SN, though its power consumption on servers
is lower than that of J SN. Our J SN method chooses the
number of servers to minimize the overall power consumption;
thus, it achieves the minimum overall power consumption.
From Table II, we can see that the power reduction achieved
by J SN is more significant when the static power con-
sumption pv0 is smaller. Since modern power/energy-optimized
servers, especially in data centers, tend to have low static
power consumption, J SN can achieve a considerable power
reduction in modern and future data centers. All simulation
results show that our joint power optimization method achieves
the minimum power consumption among all methods. This
is because our method always target at reducing the overall
system’s power consumption.

The simulation results for the general cases are shown
in Fig. 5 and Table III. The power consumption of various
methods demonstrate similar patterns to those in the special
cases. These results verify that our joint power optimization
methods works well in general cases.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we consider joint power optimization through
VM placement on servers with scalable frequencies and flow
scheduling in DCNs. Due to the convex relation between
a server’s power consumption and its operating frequency,
we prove that, given the number of servers to be used,
computation workload should be allocated to the chosen severs
in a balanced way, to achieve minimal power consumption on
servers. To reduce the power consumption in the DCN, we
further consider the flow requirements among the VMs during
VM partitioning and assignment. Also, after VM placement,
a flow consolidation is applied to reduce the number of active
switches and ports. Extensive simulations show that, our joint
power optimization method outperforms various existing state-
of-the-art methods in terms of saving the system’s overall
power consumption.
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